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EMN Quantum-2017
Quantum Cryptography, QKD, BB84 Protocol
Direct Two-Way Communication with Entangled Pairs of Photons in Bell States

Linear optics:

Two Bell States, \( |\Psi^{\mp}\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(|H\rangle_1|V\rangle_2 \mp |V\rangle_1|H\rangle_2) \), Ping-Pong Protocol.
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**Two Bell States**, $|\psi^\mp\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (|H\rangle_1 |V\rangle_2 \mp |V\rangle_1 |H\rangle_2)$, *Ping-Pong Protocol*.


Non-linear optics:

**Four Bell States**, $|\psi^\mp\rangle, |\Phi^\mp\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (|H\rangle_1 |H\rangle_2 \mp |V\rangle_1 |V\rangle_2)$.

Direct Quantum Communication, QKD, Ping-Pong Protocol; Message Mode (MM)
Direct Quantum Communication, QKD, Ping-Pong Protocol; Control Mode (CM)

Undetectable Eve copies all messages in MM (msg. mode)
Direct Two-Photon Communication with Single Photons

Linear optics:

Single photon states, in two bases ($\{|0\rangle, |1\rangle\}$ and $\{|+\rangle, |-\rangle\}$) as in the BB84 protocol
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**PREPARATION**

- $|0\rangle$, $|1\rangle$
- $|+\rangle$, $|-\rangle$

**ENCODING**

- $I = 0$
- $iY = 1$

**Alice**

- $I|0\rangle = |0\rangle$
- $I|1\rangle = |1\rangle$
- $I|+\rangle = |+\rangle$
- $I|-\rangle = |-\rangle$

- $iY|0\rangle = -|1\rangle$
- $iY|1\rangle = |0\rangle$
- $iY|+\rangle = |-\rangle$
- $iY|-\rangle = -|+\rangle$

**Bob**

**MEASUREMENT AND DECODING**

- 0, 1
Deterministic Communication—Single Photons

Lucamarini-Mancini Protocol—LM05—Control Mode
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Security of Two-Way Protocols

EMN Quantum-2017
Undetectable Eve copies all messages in MM (msg. mode)
Alice-Bob and Alice-Eve Mutual Information

Security of a protocol, critical QBER via secret fraction

\[ r = \lim_{N \to \infty} \frac{l}{n} = I_{AB} - I_{AE} \]

\( l \) = length of the final key, \( n \) = length of the raw key, 
\( I_{AB}, I_{AE} \) = Alice-Bob, Alice-Eve mutual information
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\[ r = \lim_{N \to \infty} \frac{l}{n} = I_{AB} - I_{AE} \]

\( l \) = length of the final key, \( n \) = length of the raw key,
\( I_{AB}, I_{AE} \) = Alice-Bob, Alice-Eve mutual information

In BB84—\( D \) = disturbance in MM:
\[ I_{AB} = 1 + D \log_2 D + (1 - D) \log_2 (1 - D), \]
\[ I_{AE} = -D \log_2 D - (1 - D) \log_2 (1 - D) \]

In two-way protocols—\( D \) = disturbance in CM:
\[ I_{AB} = 1, \]
\[ I_{AE} = -D \log_2 D - (1 - D) \log_2 (1 - D) \]

In MM \( D \) = presence of Eve;
\( D = 0 \)—Eve is absent; \( D = 0.5 \) (max disturbance)—Eve is always present.
BB84 has a critical $D$—2-way protocols do not
BB84 has a critical $D$—2-way protocols do not.

(a) $I_{AE}(D)$

(b) $I_{AB}(D)$

$D$ is the disturbance in the message mode.

Two-Way Protocols (LM05 and ping-pong)

$D$ is the disturbance in the control mode.
Proofs of security of two-way protocols
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Both proofs are made for variable $I_{AB}$ which depends on $D$ and both proofs assume that Eve changes $I_{AB}$, while for the above attacks $I_{AB} = 1$.

Can privacy amplification work without a critical $D$ in MM?

With $I_{AB} = 1$ and max $D$, privacy amplification obviously cannot work.

There is nothing in CM which can determine critical $D$ for MM $\implies$ the proof of unconditionally security of 2-way protocols cannot be valid.
Can Two-Way Protocols Be Considered Secure?

There is no disturbance in the message mode (MM). Disturbance $D$ belongs to the control mode (CN). MM and CM are completely disjoint and $D$ from CM cannot have any influence on $I_{AB}$ from MM—which is constant $I_{AB} = 1$.

Privacy amplification cannot work when Eve is in the line all the time. Can one find a level of Eve’s presence—determined by $D$ from CM—for which the privacy amplification would unconditionally work?
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